Letter of Recommendation Specifics

Letters of recommendation are required for all Collegiate Summer Dance Intensive Students

Content

- Letters of recommendation should be written by the student’s dance instructor, director, or other dance professional
- Letters should address the length of time the student has studied with the author of the letter and the relationship of the author to the dancer (ballet teacher, studio director, etc.)
- The author should verify the student’s training, strengths, weaknesses, and highlight the student’s main accomplishments in dance
- The author should discuss the student’s ability (physical and mental) to succeed in a week-long intensive geared towards preparing the student for future studies and careers in dance

Format

- 1 page, typed
- Dated when written
- Signed by hand and author’s name printed below signature
- Title or role of letter author (i.e. Studio owner, Director, Ballet Instructor)

Submission

- Please scan letter and e-mail to dcbedford@hlkn.tamu.edu or tamudanceprogram@gmail.com
- Please submit within one month of registration or May 23, 2016 at the latest